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27th April 2020. 
 
Dear parent/carer, 
 
Cancellation of the Barcelona, Rome, Berlin and Lake District trips, July 2020. 
 
It is with regret that we have decided to cancel the four big trips planned for Activities Week. 
 
We were hoping to hang on a little longer to see how things panned out, but some of the companies                    
involved are now making demands for final and committing payments, which is understandable as they are                
at risk too, and so we must protect two things: 
 
Firstly - the safety of our children. We now seriously doubt if we could safely run a large trip in July, even if                       
the trip ban was lifted tomorrow? How would we safely isolate a child who became ill with COVID-19 on a                    
trip. Would parents feel safe with their children travelling? Will medical and support structures in Cumbria,                
Berlin and Rome have recovered to normal? 
 
Secondly, our parents hard earned money. If we cancel now, we might lose the deposits. The school will                  
shoulder that and pay parents back regardless. However, the full amounts for some of these trips run to                  
tens of thousands of pounds. There is a risk that ABTA or our insurance will not pay out and we cannot                     
take that level of financial risk. 
 
Therefore our School Business Manager, Jo Avey, and her team who you should contact by email if you                  
need further information via parentmail@hemelschool.com, will contact you in the coming weeks to arrange              
the return of any deposit payments or installments made. 
 
We are sorry to be the bearer of bad news. We hope you know that we feel that school trips are amongst                      
the most important things we do and are really saddened to have to make this difficult decision. 
 
Yours aye, 
 

 
 
Neil Hassell 
Headteacher 
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